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color, poets, age, poems, beauty, long, means, left, girl, warning, bemoaning, work, colourful, flower,

brown, alight, unreal, matter, restorative justice, ultraviolet

00:06
I'm Tracy K. Smith.

00:08
And this is the slow down.

00:23
Can we be honest and admit

00:25
that even if you like yourself, loving yourself can sometimes be hard to do. We doubt ourselves,
we measure ourselves against others and find ourselves lacking.

00:40
It's not logical.

00:42
It doesn't matter that those others are likely doubting and bemoaning themselves to. Maybe it
has something to do with the way our eyes work. The fact that we can't look at ourselves without
feeling watched back. Will we ever be completely free of the Unreal, unnatural, and even unfair
images that surround us?
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01:07
images that convince us

01:09
to accept a too narrow vision of beauty, and value? It's 2020. And things are changing. But there's
still great work to do before we as a culture, learn to embrace and celebrate the beauty and
worth in everyone. Thankfully, there is a new generation of young activist poets whose poems are
fueled by the desire not only to describe the world as they know it, but to champion the world as
it

01:41
could

01:42
or ought to be. Poets calling for restorative justice, equal protection under the law and self love as
cultural values. poets who speak is the conscience of a nation that has long behaved
unconscionably poets seeking to wake us up, poets speaking to those long ignored

02:07
and undervalued

02:08
poets whose poems set out to sing a new America into being. Today's poem is at the age of 18.
Ode to girls of color

02:21
by Amanda Gorman.

02:26
At the age of five, I saw how we always pick the flower swelling with the most color. The color
distinguishes it from the rest and tells us this flower should not be left behind. But this does not
happen. In the case of colored girls. Our color makes hands pull back, and we left to grow alone,
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stretching our pedals to a dry son. At the age of 12, I blinked in the majesty of the color within
myself. blinded by the knowledge that is skinny black girl, a young brown teen has the power to
light Los Angeles all night. The radiance to heal all The scars left on the city's pavement. Why had
this realization taken so long? When color pulses in all that is beauty and painting and human?
You see long ago, they told me that snakes and spiders have spots and vibrant bodies if they're
poisonous. In other words, being of color men danger warning,

03:39
do not touch

03:42
at the age of 18 I know my color is not warning, but a welcome a girl of color as a lighthouse and
ultraviolet ray of power, potential and promise. My color does not mean caution. It means
courage. My dark does not mean danger. It means daring. My brown does not mean broken. It
means bold backbone from working twice as hard to get half as far being a girl of color means I
am key path and wonder all in one body. At the age of 18 I am experiencing how black and brown
can glow and glow I will glow we will vibrantly colourful, not as a warning, but as promise that we
will set the sky alight with our magic. The slow down is a production of American public media

04:53
in partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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